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as well as, to the usual intuitionistic fuzzy cone metric space. 
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Introduction 

     The concept to  know  intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs) to fuzzy set 

popularization, Insert through Atanassov [1], after that, many authors 

developed the theory of intuitionistic fuzzy- metric spaces by park in [2], as 

well in intuitionistic fuzzy topology (both in metric and normed) spaces 

Saadati and park in[3],Kramosil & Michalek[4] introduced the fuzzy metric 

space through popularizing that notion from probabilistic- metric space 

through popularizing the notion from probabilistic metric spaces for fuzzy 

condition. George & Veeramani[5] modified the notion from fuzzy metric 

spaces.  Huangad Zhang [6] inserts the concept from cone spaces through 

displacing real numbers for an arranging banach space & show several 

theorems in fixed point to contractive -mappings through that spaces. In 

(2008) some notes on paper cone metric spaces by S. Rezapour and R. 

Hamlbarani [7],After that, may authors prove fixed point theorems using 

different mapping in such spaces[8],[9],[10],[11],[12], the aim of this paper 

the concept of this is introducing to intuitionistic fuzzy cone- metric space, 
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Schauder theorem in fixed point  on intuitionistic fuzzy cone-metric space are 

stated in & show ,when another prove version from theorem fixed point of 

many authors from years.      

2-Preliminaries: 

  

Definition (2.1), [11]:  

 

 

 
  

Where E, is the set  throughout that sheet, we let that all 

cones have a nonempty interior. 

Definition (2.2), [11]:  

 
, 

 

 
Definition (2.3),  

[11]

  

Definition (2.4), [13]  

 

 

 
b)  

c)  

 
Definition (2.5), [13]:  
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Note: If we , for 

all intuitionistic fuzzy - metric space become intuitionistic in fuzzy cone - 

metric spaces.  

Definition(2.6),[9]:  is known for through fuzzy cone- 

metric space , 

 satisfying the following next case to whole   

 : 

1) . 

2) . 

3)  

4) [  

5)  

Definition (2.7): A 4 –  is known fuzzy in a metric space if & 

only if X is as arbitrary(non- 

 empty)set, , 

satisfying that following next case to every  

1)  

2)  

3)  When p is at permutation function of a, b 

and c. 

4)   

5)  Is a continuous. 

Definition (2.8) 

          Is known fuzzy cone- metric space , 

 is an arbitrary (nonempty) set,  set of 

 satisfying the following conditions to 

each . 

1)  . 

 
3)  When p is a permutation function of a, b 

and c. 

4)  

5) [  

 

Definition (2.9),[11]: 
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           A 5 –tuple (X, M, N, *,  ) is said to be an intuitionistic fuzzy cone 

metric space (i. f. m. s) if q is cone of ,  

, 

,

 

1) , 

2) , 

3) ; 

4)  

5)  

6)   

7) ], 

8)  

9)  

10)  

11)  

. The function 

M(x, y, t) & 

 

 . 

   An alternative definition of convergent and Cauchy sequence in 

intuitionistic in fuzzy - metric space is given next. 

Definition (2.10), [11]:  

 

1  is known for becoming (Cauchy sequence) if at all 

  a natural number n0 show that [  

 ] to each n,  

2)  

There exists a natural n0 to each  
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We denote this by   

3 Cauchy sequence is convergent  

Complete.   

4)  become 

compact. 

 Note1: , then each fuzzy in metric space 

became a fuzzy -cone in metric spaces. 

Example1. [9]:  

Example2. [9]:  = min  

Example3. [9]; when  known is a 

normal- cone together normal stable K=1. Where 

 known through 

  & t . 

Note2:  then for all 

intuitionistic in fuzzy metric- spaces be an intuitionistic in fuzzy - cone 

metric spaces. 

Proposition1. [9]: . Then, 

1) [  

2  

3) [  

 If that  a stable that cone P is known normal 

 & that least positive 

number K such that property is known normal stable of P [6]. Rezapour, 

Hamlbarani [7] we are no cones together normal stable  & it cones of 

normal stable 1, & cones for normal stable .   

 Example4: 

{d(x, y) = ( , )} 

Where  is a stable? That (x, d) is a cone metric space. 

Definition (2.11),  

[11]: . A subset A of 

X is called for become (FC-bounded) if that  show 

their ,  
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Definition (2.12):  

A subset A of X and B X is known for become (FC- closed) if that  r (0, 

1), t 0 if & only if for any sequence {xn} in B converges to x  X such that 

(xn, x, t) 1-r and (xn, x, t)  

Definition (2.13):  

. Let subset A for 

X is called for through FC-compact for each sequence in X contains a 

convergent subsequence. 

Definition (2.14): . 

A continuous mapping  is said to be FC- convex structure 

on X if for all and  

 
Holds for all u  X.  

together with a convex structure is called an  

  
Example5: .  

  Let us 

define  

 
Example6: . 

Let q be any cone,  known 

through 

[M(x, y, t) = for all x, y  X & t 0]. 

 

[N(x, y, t) = for all x, y  X & t 0]. 

Example7:

) 

∈ E: , where R is real number, and M, N: X
2
 int (q)  E 

defined by  

  

     In what follows A = (X, N1, M1, *, ) and B = (Y, N2, M2, *', ) will 

denote two , where X & Y are cone 

metric spaces. 
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Definition11: . A 

subset A, B of X. A mapping T: A→B is said to be sectional intuitionistic 

fuzzy cone continuous as   such that 

for each , there exist  such that, 

[ ] & 

[ ] for every X= 

(  

Note3:  let A be intuitionistic fuzzy cone metric space. As same the condition 

that (proposition) for all t > 0, N (x, y, t)  r define [d(x, y)r = inf 

], r (0,1). 

Then  is at ascending family for cone metric space on X. 

we call that cone metric space as r- cone metric space on X corresponding to 

intuitionistic fuzzy cone metric space A. 

Remark1: if (X, M) is a fuzzy cone metric space and   k ⊂ X, then  is closed 

in ) and , where denotes the closure of K in 

(X,   

Shchauder fixed point theorem  

Theorem1: let A bean then X is 

if and only if X is cone bounded with 

respect to 

 
Proof: first suppose that x is for each 

 such that 

…….* 

Now from the definition we have 

[  

From (*) we have,  and then X is cone 

bounded with respect . 

Conversely, suppose that, X is cone bounded together  

then to each r that is 

[ ]                         . By 

X is 

intuitionistic fuzzy cone bounded. 

Theorem2: let A be intuitionistic fuzzy cone metric space and B ⊂ X. Then B 

is intuitionistic fuzzy cone closed if and only if B is cone closed with respect 

to [d(x, y) r ] to every r  

Proof:   intuitionistic in fuzzy cone closed. Take  

Let { } become a sequence at B show their [ r=0]. Then for a 
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given  appositive integer N (  such that [d(x, y)r0 < ],  for all n ≥ 

N( . 

[   

Sine  is arbitrary and by condition (1) of definition (2.9)  

It follows that  B is cone closed together 

for . 

Since 0< r0 <1 is arbitrary, it follows that B is cone closed together 

for . 

To show for that converse follows by conditions (1), (7) and (11) of 

definition (2.9) 

Theorem 3: let A be intuitionistic fuzzy cone metric space satisfy 

(proposition1) that ⊂ B for X is cone (intuitionistic Fuzzy compact) when B 

is cone compact together  for d(x, y)r to every . 

Proof: let that first B is cone-intuitionistic fuzzy compact if r0  (0, 1). 

Suppose {xn} through a sequence in B. that  a sub sequence {  and x in B 

(both depending on  such that [ nk, x, t)  r0] & 
 

 
Such that  

[ ]& 

[ ] 

B is compact with respect to , x)        

Since 

) for each r (0,1). Converse follows from theorem (1&2). 

Theorem4: let A and B be an intuitionistic fuzzy cone metric space then a 

mapping  is a fuzzy cone – sectional in intuitionistic fuzzy 

continuous if & only if [ is continuous to r 

 
Proof: let that first [T: A ] is fuzzy cone – sectional intuitionistic 

continuous. Thus  y  X,  such that to every     

 , ( (x, y,   &  , 

 . 

Choose  such that  
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Then [  

Thus T is continuous with respect to  

Next let T is continuous together for thus 

Ɐy     

. 

[

. 

Theorm5: [theorem of Schauder for (fixed point)] 

 suppose K through a non-empty convex, ( ) 

subset from an ( ) satisfying 

(proposition1) &  be fuzzy cone sectional intuitionistic fuzzy - 

continuous. That it has a (fixed point). 

Proof: if A such (proposition (1)), that . 

let K is an intuitionistic in fuzzy cone - compact subset of X, K is a cone - 

compact subset of (X,  by theorem (3) for each r (0, 1). 

Again since is a cone sectional intuitionistic fuzzy continuous 

 it is prove  is continuous with respect to (X,  by 

theorem (4) 

     Hence it follows that K is a non-empty, convex and cone compact subset 

of the cone metric space ( is a continuous - mapping. 

So throgh [theorem of schauder for (fixed point)] [15]  

)], then such that T has a (fixed point). 

Theorem6: suppose K through a non- empty, intuitionistic in fuzzy closed - 

convex subset for at intuitionistic in fuzzy cone metric- space. A satisfying 

(proposition (1)) & suppose  be cone - sectional intuitionistic in 

fuzzy continuous togther  through intuitionistic in fuzzy cone - compact. 

That T has a (fixed point) in K.  

Proof: then satisfies (proposition (1)), then from theorem (3) that(X,  

is a cone metric space  

A gain since K is an intuitionistic in fuzzy cone - closed; K is closed with 

respect to  for each r  Now By section  is cone – 

sectional in  intuitionistic fuzzy - continuous. 
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Thus  it is prove   is continuous with respect to  

since also is an intuitionistic in fuzzy cone - compact by theorem 

(3)  is cone - compact with respect to   for each r  

In part  is cone- compact on (X,      

  From remark (1) also is cone-closed in 

(X, is that closure for T(K) in 

(X, is cone compact in (X,  thus K is a non- empty 

closed convex subset for a fuzzy cone metric space  

(X, is continues together cone - compact. 

Then through [theorem schauder for fixed point] [15] follows that it T is a 

(fixed point).  
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 بعض خصائص الفضاء المخروطي الضبابي الحدسي

 

 هاني التفات كاظنام.
 الجامعة التقنية الوسطى  -الكلية التقنية الهندسية بغداد

 

 الوستخلص:
فٌ ٌذي الورقت ، سوف وذرس مفاٌَم مخزوطَت غامضت حذسَت مقطعَت مستمزة ووثبج وظزٍت وقطت 

شاودر الثابتت فٌ "الفضاءاث المتزٍت المخزوطَت الضبابَت الحذسَت كتعمَم للفضاء المتزً 

ٌ الضبابٌ وإثباث وسخت أخزى مه وظزٍت وقطت شاودر الثابتت فٌ الفضاء المتزً المخزوط

المخزوطٌ الضبابٌ الحذسٌ  كتعمَم "للأوواع الأخزى مه وظزٍاث الىقطت الثابتت فٌ الفضاء المتزً 

المخزوطٌ الضبابٌ الحذسٌ الذً ٍذرسً الباحثون اُخزون ، وكذلك إلي الفضاء المتزً المخزوطٌ 

 الضبابٌ الحذسٌ المعتاد.

اء المتزً المخزوطٌ فٌ الضبابٌ الفضاء المتزً المخزوطٌ الضبابٌ ،الفض: الكلوات الوفتاحية

 الحذسٌ،وظزٍاث الىقطت الصامذة شاودر

 


